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This manuscript elucidates the influence of special functional groups of organic xenobiotic chemicals on
partly simultaneous molecular binding mechanisms. Organic xenobiotics are released as contaminants into
the environment and are partially bound to soil constituents, such as humic substances (HS) and the mineral
phase. The interaction of chemical contaminants with HS of soil was investigated using a labeling technique
of soil samples with stable nitroxide radicals as model contaminants. These nitroxide radicals only differed
in one functionality, a hydroxy or an amino functional group. Electron spin resonance (ESR) analyses of
contaminated soil samples showed that the interaction was a multistage process that comprised an initial
increase in the concentration of free organic radicals of soil influenced by contaminants with hydroxy or
amino functionality, a decrease in the polarity of the molecular environment of soil, and a change in mobility
of contaminant molecules. Towards the end of interaction, the concentration of free organic radicals usually
decreased. Binding of contaminants to soil constituents via specific functionality was revealed detecting a
change in their ESR spectra. Basing on the ESR analyses, a two-way exchange of protons' electron pairs
between contaminants and HS was hypothesized to interpret the beginning of interaction.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The protective function of humic substances (HS)1 in soils is well
known (Aleksandrova et al., 2008, 2010; Eckart, 2001; Ferenc, 1994;
Nowak et al., 2011; Perminova and Hartfield, 2005; Perminova et
al., 2006). In polluted soils as a result of the diverse reactivity, HS
can interact with all classes of ecotoxicants forming stable complexes
with contaminants, such as heavy metals, radionuclides, pesticides,
biocides, veterinary pharmaceuticals, etc. (Bollag and Myers, 1992;
Junge et al., 2011; Nowak et al., 2011; Perminova and Hartfield,
2005; Senesi, 1992). HS produce adducts and charge transfer com-
plexes with hydrophobic organic compounds as well as mediate
redox reactions of transition metals, chlorinated and nitrated hydro-
carbons (Perminova and Hartfield, 2005). HS can form and promote
the formation of non-extractable residuals (NER),1 by binding organic
chemical xenobiotics or products of their disintegration, thus in turn
immobilizing contaminants (Cruz et al., 2011; Matthies et al., 2008;
Nowak et al., 2011). However, this immobilization only leads to par-
tial detoxification of contaminants. A large variety of recent works
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has shown that contaminants, bound to soil constituents in environ-
mentally relevant concentrations, exert selective pressure on soil mi-
croorganisms (Schauss et al., 2009; Zarfl et al., 2009). The estimation
of adverse effects of the accumulated NER of contaminants requires
improved understanding of molecular mechanisms of the interac-
tions between contaminants and soil constituents. Numerous studies
on NER have enabled precise quantitative analyses. However, there is
still no information on the chemical structure of NER from tested
compounds (Cruz et al., 2011; Gulkowska et al., 2012; Nowak et al.,
2011). The role of organic radicals (OR)1 in binding of contaminants
to soil constituents remains under discussion. The complexity of this
problem deals with peculiarities of HS that have non-stoichiometric
elemental compositions, irregular structures, heterogeneous structur-
al units, and polydisperse molecular weights.

The binding processes of chemical contaminants to HS have
already been investigated, using SL and ESR analyses. However,
these studies were mostly concerned with the investigations of
hydrophobic interactions between SL and humic acids, as well as
with the accumulation of hydrophobic SL by the hydrophobic interior
of HS. In this study, ESR analysis was found to be a powerful tool to
analyze the process, in which organic radicals can be observed and
measured as intermediates. (Chien et al., 1997; Ferreira et al., 2001;
Paul et al., 2006; Spagnuolo et al., 2005). In addition, the advantage
of the ESR approach was revealed by investigations of samples
taken from natural soils, because complex processes in soil are sub-
stantially connected with free OR and require numerous specific
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Fig. 1. Polymerized hydroquinones.
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measurements to receive valid results (Aleksandrova et al., 2011a;
Cruz et al., 2011; Skrzypczak-Bonduelle et al., 2008). Based on the
method of SL and ESR analysis, the manuscript presented here con-
siders the role of specific functionality of contaminants on their inter-
action with HS in soil.

The goal of this investigation was to develop an approach of the
influence of specific functionalities of chemical contaminant mole-
cules on changes in the molecular environment of soil and their bind-
ing mechanism to soil constituents. This study developed a method to
label, contaminate and probe the environmental vicinity of molecules
of soil constituents with nitroxide radicals (NR) different only in one
functional group (Aleksandrova et al., 2011a). The labeled soil was in-
vestigated, using electron spin resonance (ESR) analysis. The hyper-
fine spectrum of NR was very sensitive to any change in their
molecular environment and to any restriction of their mobility, such
as binding to soil constituents via the special functional group. The
ESR signal from OR of soil was found to be in the same magnetic
field range as was NR. The advanced technique allows for investigat-
ing the interaction between soil constituents and nitroxide molecules
with special functionality as a dynamic process (Berliner, 1979, 1998;
Buchachenko andWasserman, 1973; Kuznetsov, 1976; Likhtenshtein,
1976; Lucarini and Mezzina, 2011; Stoll, 2011; Voinov and Smirnov,
2011). The elucidation of the influence of specific functionalities of
contaminants on their interaction with soil constituents including
HS and mineral components is a key step to understand the complex
molecular binding mechanisms of contaminants to soil.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Soil samples

Soils from two locations in Germany (a cambisol from “Kaldenkirchen
field site” (KA) and a luvisol from “Merzenhausen field site” (ME)) were
investigated. Soil KA belonged to the profile Kaldenkirchen — Huelst,
field name “AmHuesgesweg” (German classification). SoilME belonged
to the profile Merzenhausen, field name “Im Bruehl” (German classifi-
cation) (Förster et al., 2009; Junge et al., 2011). From both soils, samples
were taken from Horizon Ap. Samples of soil KA were of brown-black
color, slightly humified (1.7%), somewhat acidified (pH (CaCl2)=
5.52), and consist of 75.2% sand, 21.6% silt, and 3.2% clay. The content
of iron in samples of soil KA was sufficiently high and amounted to
6856 mg⋅kg−1. Samples of soil ME were of dark brown, slightly humi-
fied (2.1%), and had a highly dispersed and crumbly structure of
sandy loam (6.4% sand, 78.2% silt, and 15.4% clay). The content of iron
of soil samples from ME amounted to 380 mg⋅kg−1. The pH value of
soil samples from ME was pH (KCl)=7.2. Soil KA was subjected to
wet sieving for 1 h to obtain a coarse-grained fraction (with diameter
of particle d>0.63 mm) with a small quantity of HS.
2.2. Preparation of soil samples for ESR measurements

Prior to chemical analyses, soil samples were dried at the air for
some days to remote water. The experimental investigation of soil
OR was carried out, using 1-mm glass capillaries for the X-band.
Capillaries were filled with the soil samples. Moistening of the soil
sample was accomplished directly in the capillary, applying centrifu-
gation. During labeling of soil samples with nitroxide radicals, water
added to soil samples already contained paramagnetic substance at
a required concentration of 0.3 mM. For several days, soil samples
labeled with NR were measured by means of ESR spectroscopy.

To characterize the ESR spectrum of soil organic radicals, polymer-
ized hydroquinones (HQ) (Fig. 1) and humic acid (leonardite), obtained
from the chemical department of theMoscow State University (Russia),
were used (Bolkova, 2007).
2.3. ESR spectroscopy at X-band

ESR spectra of soil samples were recorded at X-band fre-
quency (9.43 GHz) at room temperature using a spectrometer
of the type Magnettech Mini Scope MS 200 (Magnettech GmbH,
Analysenmesstechnik, Louis-Blériot-Str. 5, Berlin, Germany) at a micro-
wave power of 10 mW that corresponds to a microwave attenuation of
10 dB and a modulation amplitude of 150 μT. For determination of g
value of soil samples and its change during experiments, DPPH (2,2-
diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl, g=2.0038)was added to soil andmeasured
simultaneously with soil samples. 100 μM solution of stable paramag-
netic spin label MTSL (S-(2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-dihydro-1H-pyrrol-
3-yl)methyl methanesulfonothioate) was used to determine spin
concentrations in soil samples. The chemical compound MTSL was put
into a capillary and measured simultaneously with the respective soil
sample, which was placed in a second capillary. To correct an influence
of water on the measured value of the spin concentration in soil, a sec-
ond measurement of the same soil sample was carried out simulta-
neously with the measurement of a pure water sample instead of
the sample of MTSL. All spectra were obtained at a receiver gain equal
to 100. To measure and observe the rapid processes expected to take
place in the soil sample containing the paramagnetic substances,
sweep time and sweep were set to 25 s and 6.775 mT, respectively.

The spectroscopic parameters were quantified using the peak-to-
peak line width dBpp, the peak-to-peak height of the derivative signal
Ipp and the approximation Ipp×dBpp2 for the content of OR in the soil
sample.

2.4. Paramagnetic labels and probes

Spin labels represent chemically stable paramagnetic molecules to
be used as the molecular probes for testing structural properties and
molecular mobility of different physical, chemical and biological sys-
tems (Tikhonov, 1998). The paramagnetic SL utilized in experiments
were NR Tempo (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidinooxy, Fig. 2a), 4-Amino
Tempo (4-amino-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinylox, Fig. 2b) and
4-Hydroxy Tempo (1-Piperidinyloxy, 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl,
Fig. 2c), obtained from Aldrich. 4-Amino Tempo and 4-Hydroxy
Tempo differed from Tempo in a substituent at the para-position of
the piperidine ring. This substituent consists of a typical functional
group of organic xenobiotic chemicals, such as of amino or hydroxy
functionality, which are susceptible to interaction with HS. In the
past, application of hydrophobic paramagnetic substance, such as
Tempo and a nitroxide derivative of stearic acid 5-SASL has been stud-
ied (Chien et al., 1997; Ferreira et al., 2001). Hydrophobic 5-SASL is
well and rapidly sorbed by the hydrophobic interior of the investigated
environment of soil. For our purpose to investigate an influence of spe-
cific functionality of chemical contaminants on their binding to soil,
only nitroxide Tempo seems to be used. Results of the interaction of
SL Tempo with soil were used as reference results to compare them
with experimental results of the interaction of 4-Amino Tempo and
4-Hydroxy Tempo with soil. Its n-octanol–water partition coefficient
log KOW amounts to 1.85. The partition coefficient of 4-Amino Tempo
and 4-Hydroxy Tempo amounts to −1.4 and 0.63, respectively
(Fuchs et al., 1989).



Fig. 2. (A) — Chemical structure of nitroxide spin label Tempo used at the experiment.
(B) — Chemical structure of nitroxide spin label 4-AminoTempo used at the experiment.
(C)— Chemical structure of nitroxide spin label 4-HydroxyTempo used at the experiment.
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3. Results

3.1. Investigation of ESR spectra of soil OR

Soils contain radicals in high abundance. The ESR spectrum of soil
is shown in Fig. 3 (left). The ESR signals of OR of soils ME and KA are
shown in Fig. 3 (right). The main spectral line corresponding to OR in
soils is characterized by g-factor of 2.003951 in soil KA and 2.003967
in soil ME, respectively. The spectrum of soil OR was substantially
overlapped with the ESR signal from paramagnetic defects of the
mineral phase. In Fig. 3 (right), the right part of the spectral signal
was induced by mineral paramagnetic centers E′ (Skrzypczak-
Bonduelle et al., 2008). In addition, paramagnetic molecules including
molecular oxygen that diffuse into the mineral matrix, substantially
Fig. 3. The wide-range ESR spectrum of soil (left) and ESR spectra of organic radicals (right)
(gray). The main spectral line of OR is shown with asterisk (*). Line of paramagnetic defect
influenced the shape of the ESR spectrum of soil OR. They broadened
the spectral line of soil OR.

The amplitude of the OR signal of soil ME was about three times
higher than the amplitude of the OR signal of soil KA, whereas the
line width of both soils was approximately 0.36 mT. Different signal
amplitudes point at different concentrations of free OR in the two
soils. The concentration of free OR in soil ME amounted to
8.31⋅1016 Spin⋅g−1, whereas the concentration of free OR in soil KA
amounted to 2.95⋅1016 Spin⋅g−1. In Fig. 3 (right), ESR spectra of
both soils were compared with the ESR signal of the coarse-grained
fraction of soil KA. This fraction was previously obtained by means of
wet sieving of soil KA that led to significant loss of HS in the sieving
residual and thus to a substantial decrease in the amplitude of the spec-
tral signal of OR.

The nature of OR in soils is mostly defined by semiquinones and
phenoxyls of different kinds and conjugated bonds (Buchachenko
and Wasserman, 1973; Paul et al., 2006; Skrzypczak-Bonduelle et
al., 2008). The comparison of the ESR spectra of soil ME, HQ and of
leonardite (humic acids) shows a sufficient similarity of signals
(Fig. 4, left and right). A slight difference of the spectral line of soil
OR from the leonardite spectrum was likely due to its partly
overlapping with the E′ signal of the mineral phase. The spin concen-
trations of leonardite and leonardite with 10% of HQ were about four
times and three times, respectively, higher than the concentration of
OR of soil ME, which only had a content of HS of 2.1%. Comparison of
the spectral signals of OR and HQ (Fig. 4, right) hints at a strong influ-
ence of conjugated bonds in both substances. The conjugation of
bonds in HQ evokes substantial broadening of the corresponding
spectral line and a decrease in its amplitude. Comparison of these
ESR signals indicates that the spectral line of soil OR was similar to
the leonardite signal, which was not strongly broadened. However,
the leonardite signal should be substantially overlapped with the sig-
nal of mineral paramagnetic defects to be similar to the ESR signal of
OR. As shown in Figs. 3 (right) and 4 (left), the amplitude of the spec-
tral line of soil OR strongly depended on the content of HS in soil. The
investigation of the soil spectra at W-band (Aleksandrova et al.,
2011a) revealed a second spectral line that corresponded to OR
with a g-value of approximately 2.003 that confirmed the presence
of semiquinone-type radicals in coexistence with carbon-centered
“aromatic” radicals (Christofordis et al., 2010; Paul et al., 2006).

Effects of moistening of soil samples and of the pH value of soil
moisture on the concentration of OR were not found (Aleksandrova
et al., 2011a).
of soil ME (bold black), soil KA (thin black) and the coarse-grained fraction from soil KA
s is shown with (**).
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Fig. 4. ESR spectra of soil ME, leonardite, a product of polymerization of leonardite and HQ; 100 mg HQ: 1 g leonardite, HQ (left) and the normalized ESR spectra of soil ME,
leonardite and HQ (right).
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3.2. Increase in the concentration of soil OR influenced by NR

The influence of contamination with NR on soil was revealed as a
sharp change in the concentration of OR of both soils that in turn was
reflected by an increase in the amplitude of their spectral line. The
Fig. 5. ESR spectra of soil KA incubated with SL 4-Amino Tempo for 3 min, 6 min (left) and 9
temporal change of the OR spectrum of soil KA labeled with NR
4-Amino Tempo is presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 (left) presents the spectra
of pure soil KA and of soil KA incubated with 4 Amino Tempo for
3 min and 6 min, respectively. The spectrum measured after 6 min
exhibits a sharp peak of soil OR. This peak of soil OR disappeared
min (right). The sharp peak of soil OR measured at 6th minute is shown with asterisk (*).

image of Fig.�4
image of Fig.�5
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after 9 min of incubation and did not reappear (Fig. 5, right). An
appearance of the same peak of soil OR in samples of soil ME was
observed after 1–2 days for some days.

An increase in the concentration of HS in the sample resulted in a
decrease of the life-time of SL in soil. So, the life-time of 4-Amino
Tempo amounted to 4 min in the sample with leonardite, 12 days
in soil ME, and 15 days in soil KA.

Comparison of temporal changes in the ESR spectrum of soil OR with
temporal changes in the ESR signal of HQ incubated with radicals of
4-Amino Tempo (Fig. 6, left) indicates that interaction of both, HQ
and HS with NR can be modeled as a Teuber reaction (Teuber and
Glosauer, 1965). Also temporal changes in the ESR spectrum of NR pro-
vide evidence for simultaneous reception of electron and proton from
HQ and HS. Otherwise, the spectrum of protonated NR Tempo would
have been observed (Khramtsov and Volodarsky, 1998). Therefore, the
reduction of the spin concentration of NR seems to be induced by proton
and electron transfers from HS to NR.

During ESR experiments, an increase in the amplitude of spectral
lines of NR 4-Amino Tempo was followed by their decrease, and sub-
sequently, the same two-way changes in spectral lines were repeated.
Thus during the experiment, the concentration of NR differently
changed. As shown in Fig. 5 (left), changes in the concentration of
NR and OR of soil are tightly connected. A sevenfold increase in the
concentration of OR of labeled soil relatively to pure soil is accompa-
nied by a sevenfold decrease in the concentration of NR calculated
according to the peak-to-peak method.

An increase in the concentration of OR of soils influenced by
4-Hydroxy Tempo (Fig. 7) and hydrophobic SL Tempo was also
observed in experiments with soils (Fig. 8).

Calculation of temporal changes in the OR concentration always
showed its significant decrease after several days of interaction. So
in Fig. 6 (right), the amplitude of the spectral line of OR of soil KA in-
cubated with SL 4-Amino Tempo for 5 and 12 days was reduced by
20% and 40%, respectively, relatively to the amplitude of spectral sig-
nal of pure soil, while line width was kept constant. Thus, the process-
es in contaminated soils resulted in a reduction of the initial OR
concentration of contaminated soil by as much as 40%.
Fig. 6. ESR spectra of 4-Amino Tempo incubated with soil ME and HQ (left) and with soil K
(right). The central line of ESR spectrum of bound nitroxide radicals to soil constituents is
3.3. Investigation of binding of organic xenobiotics to HS via specific
functionality and changes in the molecule environment of soil
contaminated via labeling

A process of binding of NR to soil HS via specific functional group re-
sults in a broadening of their spectral lines (Fig. 6, right). The formation
of ESR sub-spectrum of bound NR is detected, beginning with the third
day of their incubation with KA. The ESR spectrum of NR 4-Amino
Tempo, corresponded to 12 days of their incubation with KA, is slightly
overlappedwith the sub-spectrum of their bound part in respect to their
ESR spectrum, corresponded to 5 days of incubation. As for the interac-
tion between 4-Amino Tempo and soil ME, this process was accompa-
nied by a change in the polarity of the soil molecular environment
surrounding nitroxide radicals (Fig. 7).

The hyperfine spectrum of NR is very sensitive to the polarity of
the molecular environment. In the ESR experiment, a change in the
polarity in the vicinity of nitroxide molecules was detected as split-
ting of outer spectral lines of NR and their shift towards the central
spectral line. NR label and probe the soil molecular environment, in-
fluence on it and cause its change, thus characterizing the processes
of their interactions with soil.

The temporal change in the hyperfine spectrum of both SL, i.e.
4-Hydroxy Tempo and 4-Amino Tempo, incubated with soil ME
pointed at the splitting of ESR spectra and the shift of outer spectral
lines towards the central line (Figs. 7, 9, and 10). Therefore in soil
ME influenced by the considered NR, the polarity of the environment
surrounding NR became less. In soil KA, the spectral splitting was ob-
served only during interaction of soil with 4-Hydroxy Tempo. The ESR
spectrum of hydrophobic NR Tempo remained non-split during
experiments with both soils (Fig. 8).

The split spectrum of NR 4-Amino Tempowas comparedwith its ESR
spectra in different solvents, such as acetone, ethanol, and hexane
(Fig. 10). This comparison between the polarities of NR 4-Amino
Tempo in water to the same radicals in acetone allowed for estimating
a change in the polarity in the vicinity around NR in soil ME.

The spectral splitting and a shift of spectral lines of NR were accom-
panied by different peculiarities of changed spectra. In soil KA, the
A (right). Soil KA incubated with SL for 5 and 12 days is compared with pure soil KA
shown with asterisk (*) (right).

image of Fig.�6


Fig. 7. ESR spectra of SL 4-Hydroxy Tempo incubated with soil KA (gray line) and soil
ME (fat black line) for 1 day.
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spectral splitting began after some hours of their incubation with soil
and was completely finished after 1 day. A shifted spectrum was
observed for some days. In soil ME, the formation of a shifted spectrum
occurred not as fast as in soil KA. Once established, the shifted
spectrum disappeared, because the concentration of SL completely de-
creased. A shift of the outside spectral lines towards the central line
was combined with a slight decrease in line width of NR 4-Hydroxy
Tempo, whereas in the case of NR 4-Amino Tempo, the shifted lines
were broadened (Figs. 9 and 10). Additional experiments indicated a
process of reversible binding of NR 4-Amino Tempo to soil constituents.
The comparison with Tempo showed that hydrophobic SL form revers-
ibly bound compounds without any change in the polarity of the
molecular environment. Temporal spectra of Tempo indicated a poten-
tial process of binding (Fig. 8).

4. Discussions

This manuscript presents a new technique developed to investi-
gate the soil molecular environment influenced by organic chemical
contaminants with specific functionality. For an application of this
technique, soil was labeled with NR, such as 4-Amino Tempo and
4-Hydroxy Tempo, to model contaminants and to measure the
changes in the ESR spectra of NR and OR in labeled soil by means of
Fig. 8. ESR spectra of SL Tempo incubated with soil ME for 1 h 30 min and 3 h, and of
ESR spectroscopy. Results of this study were compared with results
received in the experiment with NR Tempo (Aleksandrova et al.,
2011a).

Similar changes in the ESR spectra of OR of soils andHQ influenced by
NR likely show that the interaction of contaminants with soil and HQ
begins with an exchange of proton and electron pairs (Buchachenko
and Wasserman, 1973; Teuber and Glosauer, 1965). Thus, soils exhibit
their reactivity by interaction with organic xenobiotic chemicals via
formation and transfer of proton and electron pairs to contaminants
(Figs. 5 and 6). Only protonation of NR Tempo that would result in an in-
crease of the hyperfine interaction constant (Khramtsov and Volodarsky,
1998) was not observed (Fig. 8). The ESR analyses of the interaction of
soil with 4-Hydroxy Tempo and 4-Amino Tempo revealed a decrease
in the hyperfine interaction constant. During the experiment, outside
spectral lines of NR were only shifted towards the central line (Figs. 7
and 9). The formation of proton and electron pairs accompanied by an
appearance of free OR in HS can be considered using a molecular orbital
approach (Buchachenko and Wasserman, 1973).

The experimental results showed that NR can return proton and
electron pairs (Fig. 5). This process is detected as an initial increase
and a subsequent decrease in the concentration of OR of soil originat-
ed from semiquinones and phenoxyls of HS. The two-way transfer of
pairs seems to be connected with changes in electrochemical proper-
ties of the molecular environment of soil influenced by NR, followed
by their partial disintegration.

ESR analysis showed that the concentration of NR rapidly reduced
in soils enriched with HS. So, life-time of considered NR incubated
with HQ, soil ME, soil KA, and a coarse-grained fraction from KA in-
creased in accordance with a decrease in the concentrations of HS.
Many researchers pointed at a good resistance of more humified
soils against an increased level of toxification (Orlov et al., 2005).

Comparison of the calculated parameters characterizing the inter-
action of soils KA and ME with NR points at an earlier beginning of
transfer the proton's electron pairs by soil KA to NR, whereas reduc-
tion of the concentration of NR was faster in soil ME than in soil KA.
This peculiarity of soil KA is likely to be connected with a high
concentration of iron and a specific texture and requires further
investigation. As for Teuber reactions, the oxidation of HQ by NR
is sufficiently activated by a reagent, such as Fe3+ (Teuber and
Glosauer, 1965). An increased content of iron in soil KA seems to
cause an earlier beginning of the interaction between NR and soil HS.

Spectral splitting (Figs. 9 and 10) found for NR 4-Hydroxy Tempo
and 4-Amino Tempo indicates that the resulting spectrum contains
two spectra, an initial and a shifted one. The temporal change in
pure soil ME. Asterisks show a sub-spectrum of NR with broadened spectral lines.

image of Fig.�7
image of Fig.�8


Fig. 9. Split ESR spectrum of soil KA incubated with NR 4-Hydroxy Tempo in comparison with their initial and shifted spectra.
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spectrum of NR 4-Hydroxy Tempo incubated with both soils (Fig. 9)
shows that one part of NR remains in the initial environment while
another part of NR is allocated to a changed environment. Compari-
son of dynamics of splitting indicates a considerable difference be-
tween soils ME and KA. In Fig. 7, the ESR spectrum of NR 4-Hydroxy
Tempo incubated with soil ME was still split, and in soil ME, radicals
are allocated to the vicinities with different polarities. In the same
time, all molecules of NR incubated with soil KA were already allocat-
ed to an environment with low polarity. Again, this phenomenon
highlights that a change in the polarity of the molecular environment
of soil KA began earlier than in soil ME.

The shifted ESR spectrum of NR with a change in line width, hints
at an increase in the mobility of radicals of 4-Hydroxy Tempo, where-
as radicals of 4-Amino Tempo became less mobile and restricted in
Fig. 10. Split ESR spectrum of soil ME incubated with NR 4-Amino Tempo (left), spectrum of
dissolved separately in water and acetone but measured simultaneously (right).
their mobility (Figs. 9 and 10). Recent experiments showed unstable,
i.e. reversible, binding of NR 4-Amino Tempo to soil ME via amino
functionality.

An effect of the specific functionality of contaminants was found.
Both considered functionalities caused an increase in the concentra-
tion of soil OR and a decrease in the polarity of the molecular environ-
ment, as well as different interactions with soil constituents.
Restricted mobility of 4-Amino Tempo hints at potential binding of
NR to soil constituents via amino functionality.

The experimental results highlighted a new approach to investi-
gate the molecular environment of contaminated soil and a potential
process of binding of contaminants to soil constituents via specific
functionalities, using labeling of soil with NR. Until present, this
method has been widely used in biology, but for the first time, it
4-Amino Tempo dissolved in acetone and the sum of two spectra of NR 4-Amino Tempo
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was applied to soil. An advanced technique promotes a new insight
into HS as a quantum system, which response on the external influ-
ence, such as moistening or contamination, is substantially defined
by the quantum state of HS as a grand canonical Gibbs ensemble
and their bonds (Aleksandrova et al., 2011b).

5. Conclusions

A new technique of spin labeling is presented that can be applied
to soils to characterize the influence of contaminants on changes in
the molecular soil environment and their binding to soil constituents
via specific functionalities. SL models the soil contaminant and, at the
same time, probes the molecular environment surrounding soil mol-
ecules and molecules of SL. An advanced technique was applied,
which revealed a significant increase in OR of both investigated
soils. Based on the experimental results, proton and electron transfer
to contaminants supplied by HS in the aqueous solution was hypoth-
esized. This mechanism promotes a decrease in the concentration of
NR followed by their subsequent disintegration. Both amino and hy-
droxy functionalities cause similar decrease in the polarity of the
soil molecular environment, but mobility of spin labels changed in
different ways. A decrease in the mobility of contaminant molecules
SL 4-Amino Tempo hints at a potential binding process of contami-
nants to soil constituents via amino functional groups. Temporary
binding of hydrophobic SL Tempo was detected without a change in
the polarity of the molecular environment of soil.
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